ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Technical innovation is an essential driver of productivity growth and improves people's Under the aim of this paper, theoretical relationships are enriched by the conclusions drawn from literature review. It includes technological innovation diffusion models (such as Bass diffusion model). By studying conceptual studies, this paper uses mathematical methods in-depth analysis of competition, technological innovation diffusion models. These findings provide high-tech industry developing marketing strategy.
RELATED WORK

Bass Diffusion Mode
Bass diffusion model is the basic S-type model. In Bass model, it assumes that throughout the product life cycle, there will have N times for the first purchase product, and the number of each purchase is one unit (Bass, 1969) . The market is divided into two parts: the potential market and the current market. The mainly affected are two mechanisms in users' potential market transform into the current market. First affect is the mass media (such as advertising). P is innovation coefficient, it indicates the size of the degree of influence; the second affect is crowd's verbal communication. q is imitation coefficient, it indicates the size of the degree of influence.
Where N : The total number of potential uses of the product ) (t N : The cumulative total number of uses of the product at time of t dt t dN ) ( : The number of uses of the product at the time of t  
The number of buyers is only affected by external factors, it have no affected by purchased the product's buyers. It is called "innovation adopters".
The number of buyers is affected by the previous buyers for purchasing this product. It is called "imitators".
Solving (1) 
Diffusion Model's Demand Forecast
The sales model for forecasting TV made by Bass in 1969 has paved the way foe the following researches on innovation diffusion. After that, there are also many improved models. model Steffens (Steffens, 2003) Creative and imitator s model (Tanny and Derzko, 1988) . Steffens and Murphy (1992) adoption multi-group diffusion model, the price factor adds into Bass S model, which establishes a dynamic pricing model. Bottomley and Fildes (1998) consider electronic product, use price factor into Bass S model. Horsky and Simon (1983) use advertising factor adds into Bass S model, it added advertising in the study of American telephone banking as an explanatory variable, verify the possibility affect of using advertising to this model. Simon and Sebastian (1987) think that the advertising works only imitators, and thus the established model is called imitation model. Mahajan and Peterson (1978) assume that N is the market potential variable. Kalish (1985) assume that market changed over time. Centrone et al. (2007) consider a continuous function in process-specific market and process of demographic death. It constructs of the binomial innovation diffusion model of economic and demographic situation and uses this model to predict for mobile phone. Dodson and Muller (1978) join a rebury factor in the purchase mode. Chanda and Bardhan (2008) distinguish between first-time buyers and repeat buyers in their studies, and the market environment will also be considered separately. Some manufacturers often generations while operating, and thus to be a more realistic case. Therefore, in this model they consider update alternative technical problems such (Norton and Bass, 1987) has some shortcomings, such as the model assumes that the innovation factor, imitation coefficient and market potential do not change throughout the innovation process. In the study of phone diffusion model, Islam and Meade (1997) find that the innovation factor tends to increase rather than constant. But these models can't show the dynamic relations of competition and influence between each other. Krishnan et al. (2000) pointed out that a technical innovation into the market, there is often a corresponding product and competition, and they used two Bass models (competitor 1 and competitor 2) to establish a competitive new product diffusion model.
ESTABLISH A COMPETITIVE INNOVATION DIFFUSION MODEL
In this paper, a new dynamic model on two-innovation diffusion in the same time to explore the innovation interrelationship and the influence on the potential adopters who have planned to adopt other innovation is not taken into account in former competition models. 
Then the diffusion equation of innovation gives by (Differential model): It considers the system (6).
The Eq. (6) 
Similarly point (0, N) is a saddle point. Since the characteristic equation
, then (0, N) is a saddle point. This completes the proof. . This show that for every start point
. Just as shown in Fig. 2, system (6) tends to   point (N, 0) . This means that in monopoly diffusion model, technology diffusion A has occupied its maximum potential market. 
The Coexistence of the Two Technologies Competing Diffusion Model
Assume 0   in equation (6), the result denoted as (7). Equation (7) present the technology A has occupied the market. The technology B cannot spread to the technical A's market.
The equilibrium points located in the line
. This line divided the first quadrant into two regions: ÄOP1P2, and the rest of unlimited area. In ÄOP1P2, it has
, the rest of unlimited area, it has 0 ) ( , 0 ) (
. Assume Q is the starting point for the system (see Fig. 3 ), Q in the area Ä OP1P2, then
. The system market diffusion track is falling on shaded QAB, the equilibrium points of the system falls on the line segment AB . 
The Coexistence of the Two Technologies Competing Diffusion Model Developed in Different Market
Technology A enters into the technology B market but technology A is no obvious advantage than technology B. Technology B and technology A coexist with r the same market. Two technologies cannot meet the current situation, they will use a variety of means (such as advertising, etc.), and give full play own advantage, to strive for greater market users. The technology a diffusion speed (rate) was
The technology B diffusion speed (rate) was , the system of four equilibrium points, which are unstable nodes, saddle points, saddle point, and stable nodes,.
(2) For every start point )) ( ), ( ( 
